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Abstract: Vision saliency detection has been applied in image preprocessing steps. The purpose of
this paper is to introduce the research direction of image saliency detection and introduce the
performance evaluation criteria and datasets of the model. Then investigated a variety of methods,
introduced various models and classified models including traditional and deep learning methods, the
latest developments, and the problems and challenges of saliency models, and summarized and
proposed future research direction.
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1. Introduction
The primate will select a subset of the image for advanced processing before advanced visual
processing to reduce the complexity of the scene. This mechanism for selecting parts of the area for
attention is called visual salient detection,as show in Fig. 1 .Visual saliency includes both bottom-up
and top-down mechanisms. From the bottom up, it can be considered as data-driven, that is, the image
itself attracts people. From top to bottom, it is under the control of human consciousness to pay
attention to images. Research mainly do from the bottom up visual connotation.Computer vision
includes not only saliency detection, image segmentation, object detection, but also the importance
and importance of image detection. The salience graph is the result of the saliency detection, and its
definition range is the grayscale graph [0.255][1]. Each value represents the prominence of the pixels
or regions in the image. The greater the significant value is, the higher the prominence is. On the
application of saliency detection, the DSS method [2] is used for HUAWEI mate10's smartphones to
take photos.

Fig. 1 saliency detection
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2. Organization of the Training set and evaluation criteria for significant detection
2.1 Datasets for saliency detection
Datasets for saliency detection as show Table 1
Table 1 datasets for saliency detection
Dataset of name

Resolving power

Image numbers year

ASD[2]

300 × 400，400 × 300

1000

2009

SOD[3]

300× 38

300

2010

MSRA10k[4]

300 × 400，400 × 300

10000

2011

SOC[5]

640×480,1024×500

6000

2018

2.2 Evaluation criterion
After the completion of the significance test, the corresponding evaluation is required.
ROC refers to the curve of the receiver operating characteristic curve, it is a comprehensive index,
the sensitivity and specificity of continuous variables, the relationship between sensitivity and
specificity revealed by mapping method, it will be set different threshold value through a plurality of
continuous variables, which calculated a series of sensitivity and specificity. then, the curve be draw
up through sensitivity as the ordinate, (1- specific) as the abscissa, the greater the area under the curve
is, the higher diagnostic accuracy is.
AUC is defined as the area under the ROC curve, firstly, the meaning of the AUC value is a
probability value, when you randomly pick a positive sample and a negative sample, according to the
calculated Score value , AUC is probability that the classification algorithm put the positive samples
in the front of negative value. The ROC curve is generally above the line of y=x, so the range of AUC
is between 0.5 and 1. The larger the AUC value is, the more the current classification algorithm likely
put the positive sample in front of the negative sample is, that is, it can be better classified.
Structure-measure [6] structural similarity index, which is used to measure non-binary
foreground mapping. It combines regional and object-oriented structural similarity.
3 Saliency detection model
3.1 Saliency detection model for traditional methods
To simulate the mechanism of visual attention in biology, Itti et al. [4] obtained the final saliency
map by combining multi-scale color, intensity and direction saliency map, which is a significant
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opening work. The traditional method, [5, 6], is used for saliency detection, from significant regional
detection based on global contrast (HC and RC). Cheng Mingming's color contrast method uses the
color feature of the region and the spatial relation to making a global comparison. Cellular automata
based saliency detection [7], where cell is equivalent to every pixel value, and cellular automata can
update every cell state through neighbor interactions. Based on the realization of global and local
cues, Yang et al. Constructed the top-down saliency model of CRF and [8],and built a complex
energy function to achieve it. From the perspective of background and prospect, Jiang and others
proposed a saliency detection model based on the absorption Markov chain [9].
In 2007 Tie Liu[10] algorithm using some new features, such as multi-scale contrast, centre
around histogram, color spatial distribution characteristics of local, regional, global, and training a
CRFs, the algorithm adds some dynamic objects. For the detection of the moving object detection of
significant figure. Achanta[11] and the other take advantage of the multiscale significance. Tilke
Judd [12] and other algorithms use low level intermediate advanced features for significant detection.
Huaizu Jiang [13] and other supervised learning methods are used. Yu Fu [14] and other articles
combine the saliency detection and image segmentation and launch an algorithm similar to clippings.
Perazzi [15] and other algorithms mainly use the LAB color as a feature. The algorithm proposed by
Jiang[16] and mainly used in the UFO algorithm, namely, the uniqueness, the focus, the three points
of the object. The algorithm of Shi [17] combines color contrast and structural contrast. Liu [18] and
other mathematical methods are adopted. Yao Zhaojian [19] proposes an algorithm for image
saliency detection based on background prior and foreground information.

3.2 Saliency Detection Model for Deep Learning Methods

Unlike traditional visual saliency with handmade features, this is a fully data-driven CNN.
Junting[19] provides an end to end convolution neural network algorithm for significant detection.
Scholars Lu Huchuan and Cheng Mingming have used deep learning methods to do significant tests
in recent years. FCN is widely used in saliency detection models, such as [20-24]. The network of
deep learning requires a lot of data, and millions of levels are even tens of millions of , so migration
learning plays an important role.
4. Current Challenges and Future Prospects
In addition to the traditional methods, the future saliency model algorithm can also use deep
learning, and the challenges brought by deep learning also exist. For example, a lot of training data
problems, the marking of training data is more complicated. But now the black box of deep learning
has been opened. It enables people to understand deep learning and extract features further. The
development of deep learning models, such as rfcn and SSD, also produces a new algorithm for
saliency detection. The future algorithm for saliency detection is to be able to get better performance
than before.
5. Conclusions
This paper mainly studies the model of image saliency detection. We make a summary of them,
introduce various models and classify the models, including traditional methods and deep learning
methods, the latest progress, the problems and challenges of saliency models, summarize and put
forward future research directions.
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